BC POOLS AND SPAS

“It’s a good idea always to do something relaxing prior to
making an important decision in your life.” - Paulo Coelho

Premium Quality Spas
Whichever model you are choosing, Pacific, Alpine or the elegant Summit line, you are choosing peace of mind,
knowing quality is guaranteed. All of our models are RoHS certified which means less harmful materials end up in
the environment and it ensures safe recycling. Our products are ETL Listed and meet the Iso9001 requirements
therefore providing the highest North American safety compliance. Market-leading components and unsurpassed
aftersales customer care makes BC Pools and Spas a clear choice for high quality spas.
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The Construction
All of our spas are fabricated using a 0.95mm thickness
stainless steel structure to ensure a corrosion resistant,
0.95”

durable product. Lower weight, excellent structural strength
and low long-term maintenance make stainless steel the
ideal material for your spa or hot tub construction.
Insulation is a key component of making our spas highly
energy-efficient. We offer 2 insulated layers, one 3 cm
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WHAT MAKES
A BC SPA?

thick on the shell itself and a second one of 2 cm thick on
the skirt walls. This allows the heat generated by the pumps

BC Spa lines are made
using U.S. Aristech Acrylic
which has maintained market leadership for nearly 50
years. This acrylic system
has the following attributes:

and mechanical equipment to be captured and retained.

▶

Lighting is ensured by our LED lighting at water height,

▶

providing relaxation and setting the right mood for whichever occasion. The luxurious Summit line offers 360 full
surround led lighting, creating a spectacular result.

▶

The hot tub base is often overlooked but is however an
important aspect of a spa. Our heavy duty, sealed-base
fabrication keeps out moisture, rodents and insects. These

▶

high-quality bases are standard for all our hot tubs.

▶
▶

The surface’s finish stays
bright through years of use;
The colour remains true
and will not fade or dull in
the sunlight;
The Bio-Lok surface is
easy to clean and resistant to microorganism
buildup;
The structure is backed by
2”-3” fiberglass reinforce
ment, making it very solid.
Tubs retain heat and are
warm to the touch
Easy to repair

Our Story
Founded in 2013 in North Vancouver, B.C., BC Pools and Spas is proudly 100% Canadian owned and operated.
We strive to provide British Columbia homeowners with higher quality custom swimming pools and spas at
an affordable price. We are a part of the Balboa Water Group who’s commitment to the leisure water industry
is to provide a simple, comprehensive, single source solution. Our products have the highest quality pumps,
blowers, electronic control systems, jets and accessories. With nearly three decades of innovative design and
a long history of entrepreneurship, Balboa Water Group offers a diverse portfolio of world-class products for
your whirlpool bath or hot tub.
Most importantly, we offer peace of mind. Our experienced techs are always available to help and your new hot
tub is protected by a warranty. Now, relax and enjoy your water oasis in perfect tranquillity!

Call us at 604.404.5601, email us or visit bcpools.ca

